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An addition to the facilities at
Beardwood-Paisley-Stauffer, otherwise known as the Quad, appeared
recently.
Five new Macintosh computers
have been installed, equipped with
e-mail access and standard software.
Located in Paisley lounge, the
computers are available 24-hours a
day, seven days a week. The one
catch to this system is that one must

Dr. Philip Johnson Discusses Evolution

reserve a computer, which involves
signing in at the front desk and
leaving a student ID.
This procedure allows fair access to the computers on a waiting
list type basis. While this may be
convenient for anyone in the Quad
who doesn 'thave a computer in her
room, waiting may present a problem. In that case, it may be easier to
skip the delay and go to Olin or the
library. These new computers are
usually occupied and appear to be a
success.

he argued that we were created by a he assumed, to argue for religion,
supreme Creator (i.e. God) for a and the latter cannot be done in
reason. According to the Darwin- public schools. Therefore, children
ian view, as Johnson explained is, in public schools are not able to
Biology Common Hour this past we are merely a product of genetic learn both sides of the issue. He told
week was unlike any other this year. changes and we created the idea of ofhow Alabama publicschoolshave
overcome this constraint. Each biIt was not held in Thomas Hall; it God to explain our existence.
ology textbook used
did not deal with a spethere now contains a
cialized technique in
molecular biology; and
statement which informs the students
it was co-sponsored by
that evolution is a
the Departments of Biology and Philosophy
theory and can be
and the Ursinus Chrisdoubted .
In his closing,
tian Fellowship.
On Wednesday, Nov.
Johnson listed some
15, Dr. Philip Johnson ,
of the problems with
author of Darwin on
Darwin ' s theory .
Trial and Reason in the
Our knowledge of
evolution is not comBalance and a law professor at University of
plete enough to state
California at Berkeley,
it as a fact. Although
spoke to faculty and stuthere is evidence of
small changes in spedents about the flaws in
Charles Darwin's theory
cies through mutaof evolution. The distions, there is no conOur knowledge of evolution is not
cussion drew an audicrete way to demoncomplete enough to state it as afact.
ence representative of
strate long-term evomany of the academic
lution through natudepartments within
ral selection.
Ursinus.
According to Johnson, evolution
Was Darwin right? Johnson never
He discussed the source of moral- is taught as a scientific fact in text- gave a clear answer, but instead
ity from two opposing view points. books. To contest this view is also, presented both sides of the issue.
First, from anon-Darwinian view,

Photo by Kristen Schumann

The new computers have been a welcome
addition to the Paisley Lounge
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Was Darwin Right?

The Quad Joins the
Information Superhighway
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Finals Schedule
Fall 1995

The Movie Maniac
reviews Goldeneye
-- Page 6

Evolution-That which we certainly know
hinders us fro m possessing anything that is good
- Baruch Spinoza

The staff of The Grizzly wishes you a
Happy Thanksgiving!

-- Pages 7-10
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Women are Moving "Beyond the Double Bind"

~

~
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reaction that sets them back."
Jamieson was so enraged by this
Co-Editor in Chief
and by some "historical inaccuracies" that she decided to write "BePolitical writer and educator yond the Double Bind" as a reKathleen Hall Jamieson told Ursinus sponse.
Jamieson sa'id that women have
students, on Tuesday, Nov. 14, that
women are using education to get h istorica lly been in numerou s
ahead in society and move " beyond "double binds," which are essentially " no-choice choices."
the double bind."
She said that the first major bind
Jamieson, 48, is a professor of
communication and dean of The is that of the "uterus-brain" conAnnenberg School for Communi- flict. According to Jamieson, in the
cation at the University ofPennsyl- 19th century doctors believed that
women possessed a fmite amount
vania.
She is the author of several books of energy, and that if a woman "exon politics and communication. Her ercised her brain, her uterus [would]
lecture focused on ideas from her dry up."
Jamieson said that women took
book " Beyond the Double Bind,"
which is a response to " Backlash," advantage of higher education to
overcome this stigma.
by Susan Faludi.
" Women sustain gains they atAccording to Jamieson, Faludi
asserted in " Backlash" that " as tained in the past through higher
women make progress, they elicit a education," Jamieson said.

W'2 r! f" I.!! n'!
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Many questions have arisen about
the amount and quality of security
on our campus. Because of the two
recent incidents of crime in our
neighborhood, students have become more and more concerned
about safety. To really get a feel for
the needs and wants of our students,
USGA distributed a "Security Survey" to all students. The survey was
very helpful in assessing the changes
that should be made in order to
increase the students' sense of security on this campus.
Your answers to the survey
showed an overwhelming majority
of interest in call boxes. Some students thought that call boxes would
be a waste of money and resources,
and they would not always be readily
available in emergencies.
Also, a great concern was expressed about lighting on campus.
Most of you thought that there just
was not enough. Some of the areas
you suggested need more lighting
include: around the bookstore, on
the track, in the front lawn of the
college, right outside the library, on
the path from Wismer to the Quad,
behind Corson, around 942 and 944,

Jamieson described the second
bind as "silence and shame." She
said that women who were outspoken in the 19th century were labeled
promiscuous. Thus, women were
very seldom expressed thei r opinions.
The third bind is "women using
speech improperly." Jamieson told
the story of her " heroine," E.W.
Packard, who had been institutionalized by her husband, a minister,
because he considered her to be
"crazy" since she disagreed with
him on scripture interpretations.
Even though she was speaking out
for her beliefs, she was in a double
bind for "using speech improperly."
" Once [Packard] found her way
out," Jamieson said, "she left her
husband and worked to change the
laws of Illinois so other women
can ' t be institutionalized for disagreeing with their husbands.

USGANews
and by the path behind Thomas that
goes from Reimertto 777/Omwake.
If anyone knows of any other areas
in need of more lighting, please let
one of the USGA officers know.
There was not a great response to
the escort service that security provides. A few students said they did
not even know there was an escort
service. We would also like to thank
some of the men for admitting that
you would use the escort service if
it were more readily available. Your
honesty really does mean a lot to us.
As for the number of security
officers, most students commented
that four security guards are enough,
except on Thursday nights and the
weekends. Some students also said
that they do not know the security
guards and would feel more comfortable if they saw them more and
got a chance to know them.
We would like to thank everyone
for taking the time to fill out our
surveys and especially those of you
who gave us your personal comments.
At our Nov. 14 meeting, Brian
McCullough, Head ofSecurity , was
present at an open forum for all
students to voice their opinions and
concerns about the current security
conditions on our campus, espe-

"If you believe you are a victim
and you don't use available resources, you will be a victim,"
Jamieson said.
Jamieson described another
double bind called the "competencefemininity bind."
" People believe you can 't be
both," Jamieson said. "But you
must be to be a professional."
Jamieson admitted she plays into
this double bind because of the way
she talks. Jamieson spoke very fast
with little emotion and without much
body movement.
"I don't give you any sense that
there's a human being under this
style," Jamieson said. She claims to
speak the way she thinks.
" You listen to me for half an hour
and you don't say 'what a wann,
caring, nurturing person,'" Jamieson
said. "Instead you say 'I bet she
doesn't have a husband.'"

[I

cially the issues that we asked about
on our survey. Mr. McCullough
was very receptive to all the students' concerns and many good suggestions were brought up.
Call boxes seemed to be the greatest topic of discussion. We were
informed by Mr. McCullough that
the school did purchase about six
call boxes a few years ago, but they
were never installed. We talked
about different kinds of call boxes,
where the call would go to, whether
or not there should be a "red" button
that goes straight to 911 in an emergency, and where some strategic
places would be to install the call
boxes. You can probably look forward to call boxes around campus
sometime in the near future.
Suggestions also came up about
having public phones (not pay
phones, regular on-campus phones)
installed in all the residence hallways and in all academic buildings.
Students thought this would be a
great convenience for everyone.
We would like to thank everyone
who attended our open forum meeting and also Brian McCullough for
being so receptive to the needs of
our students.
Finally, this week's meeting will
consist of WISMER CHAT. "What

is Wismer Chat?" you ask. It is your
chance to let the people of Wismer
and Zack's know what you like,
dislike, need, want, absolutely cannot live without, despise orjust about
any other thoughts you have about
the food, service, etc. So if you
have something your want done,
continued, or outright stopped, come
and let the wonderful people of
Wismer and Zack' s know. They are
open for our comments and suggestions and only want to satisfy the
students. So come to the UNITY
HOUSE at 7:30 on Tuesday night
and let them know what you think.
We also welcome and encourage
everyone to attend the USGA Open
House on Tuesday, Nov. 21 from
4:00-6:00 p.m. in Berman Art Museum. All faculty and staff have
also been invited. We will be serving hors d'oeuvres and beverages
and we look forward to seeing you
there. Bring any ideas and suggestions about making our campus a
better place for you.
Don't forget about the Faculty
Served Breakfast coming up. Have
your favorite faculty member cater
to your needs at Wismer on Monday, Dec. 11. It is always a nice
study break and a fun way to get to
know the faculty.

She showed that she has the capability of giving a different impression by speaking more slowly and
in a softer tone. To illustrate, she
moved away from behind the podium and leaned casually on the
side of it. Then she approached the
audience and explained how "lovely
it is to be at Ursinus." The contrast
in her behavior made the audience
laugh.
Jamieson is originally from Minnesota. She received her undergraduate degree from Marquette
College in Milwaukee and a Ph.D.
in communication from the University of Wisconsin.
Besides "Beyond the Double
Bind," she is also the author of"Dirty
Politics: Deception, Distraction and
Democracy," "Packaging the Presidency" and "Eloquence in an Electronic Age."

Olin Hall Open
All Night
We are pleased to announce
that Olin Hall will be available
for late night study beginning
Sunday, Nov. 19, 1995, at 12
a.m. The entire building will
be open from Sunday night
through Thursday night. One
of the computer labs will also
be open.
Students who wish to stay in
Olin Hall beyond 12 midnight
must sign in before 2:00 a.m. at
the desk which will be located
near the front entrance of the
building. After 2:00 a.m., the
building will be locked by Security. Students may remain in
the building, but once they
leave, they cannot reenter.
USGA will provide students
to staff the desk between 12
midnight w~d 2:00 a.m.
This service will be reviewed
at the end of the semester. Any
questions or comments should
be addressed to Raquel Szlanic
ofUSGA, Dean Nolan or Dean
Lucas.
We would also like to bring
to your attention that Paisley
Lounge is open 24 hours a day
and has five Mac computers
available for student use. Three
ffiM compatible computers and
several printers for the same
location are on order.
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From Bed to Class in
3 Seconds Flat
~1j.M"i"!'i',
Of
The Grizzi

"Could 1have a cup of coffee and
my homework to go, please?"
The next time you visit the Java
Trench or the Unity House, you
may fmd yourself walking into a
"classroom" discussion. Beginning
this semester, classes were held in
the Unity House. Next semester,
classes will be held in both the Unity
House and the Java Trench. Now,
Ursinus students are learning that
education is not only found in a
rigid classroom atmosphere.
The idea behind holding classes
in informal atmospheres is to show
students, as Dean Lucas stated, that
"learning can take place in many
different spaces; not just the traditional classroom."
She hopes that the atmosphere in

Th~

the Java Trench and Unity House
will help to relax both students and
teachers so that participating in discussions will become easier for both
parties.
The classes being taught in both the
Java Trench and Unity House include many of the Freshman liberal
studies seminars. Teachers who
wish to hold their seminars in either
of these two places have volunteered.
The Ursinus community hopes
that the idea of combining residential and academic life will be expanded in the future with classes
being taught in both the Beardwood
and Stauffer lounges.
So, students, it looks like all your
dreams are finally coming true.
Soon you'll be able to literally roll
out of bed and roll right into your
class.
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Ursinus' Tutoring Program
~n#§i!!I·m:3!!!'~
Of The Grizzi
Since last week was National Education Week, a lunch was held then
to inform local Congressman Jon
Fox about the tutoring program that
has existed at Ursinus the past 16
years. President Strassburger, as
well as Deans Akin and Lucas and
three Ursinus students, were among
those in attendance.
Tutoring sessions offered through
Ursinus often prove to be more financially practical than the average
$20-30 sessions held by professionals. Any student from neighboring
elementary schools to Ursinus '
evening division classes can request
tutoring. Among those area school
districts
involved
include
Methacton, Perkiomen Valley,
Spring Ford, and many others.
Students are tutored in a variety
ofsubjects including math, sciences,
and foreign languages. Reading,
writing, and other specialty areas
may be offered at elementary lev-

els. Ursinus evening division students also make numerous requests
for courses taken at Ursinus.
The tutor's job not only includes
helping with particular studies, but
also nurturing both study skills and
motivation in the student. Such a
"mentoring technique" has lead to
the high regard that the tutoring
program shares with the surrounding area. While students are receiving help, tutors are gaining experience both in leadership and social
skills.
"I feel that Ursinus has an excellent tutoring program which has
taught me just as much as the students that I tutor," one tutor said. "I
have gained the ability to communicate to others in a clear way. By
having to teach students, 1 fmd
myself understanding the material
better."
The coordinator of the tutoring
program cites four basic highlights
that have led to the success of this
program over the last 16 years:

ministration
2) The academic standing of the
tutoring students
3) The rapport established over
the years with the area guidance
departments
4) No government funds involved
Tutors receive $8 per session held
on campus, and $10 per session if
held at the student' s home. Sessions average about an hour, and are
arranged at the convenience of the
tutor.
Any Ursinus student with a cumulative GPA of more than 2.65 is
qualified to apply. Applications
can be filled in Bomberger 103 during the hours of3-4:30 PM Monday
through Thursday.
"The tutorial project is defmitely
a worthwhile program at Ursinus
College," one of the tutors said. "I
fmd that the experiences 1have during tutoring sessions are a valuable
addition to my pre-student-teaching education."

1) The interest of the college ad-

A New Music Revolution
The Beastie Boys.
Although The Bloodhound Gang
is the only group of the three that is
signed with a record company, each
group performed a good representation of all types of their musical

many of their C.D. favorites, including " You ' re Pretty When
You' re Drunk" from their newest
album, Use Your Fingers.
Because these groups are still upand-coming within the business,
many Ursinus audience
members were not familiar with their work. Entertainment was provided, if not through the
music ofthe groups, then
in the form of the crazy
movements some group
members elicited.
Kudos to the
brothers of Pi Omega
Delta for sponsoring the
groups that came. Events
such as these help extend
the variety of social
events provided for students at Ursinus.

Wismer was the stage Saturday
night for three local bands: "The
Verge", "The Dismemberment Plan", and "The
Bloodhound Gang".
Despite various technical difficulties , the
show fmally began at
8:45 p.m., with about 100
people in attendance.
Each group added new
flavor to the listening
pleasure of their audience. With only three
members, The Verge performed flrst. They had a
more instrumental style
to their music, while
keeping vocals to a minimum. One could compare their music to that
of the late Jimi Hendrix.
***
Photo by Kristen Schumann
The Dismemberment
Three local bands performed in Wismer
Plan, on the other hand,
Author's note: I would
Lower Lounge on Saturday
had a punk beat. The
like to thank Pi Omega
Bloodhound Gang proDelta and all those who
vided a more rap styled perfor- style.
helped make this event a success.
mance, often modeled after that of
The B1oodhoundGangperformed
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The Great Pizza Caper
Welcome to the Miserable
World of a Homosexual
I thought I would take this opportunity to put an end to the discussion
concerning homosexuality.
As some of you already noted,
this thread is tiresome and we have
better things to think about at college like the new mall and what' s on
television.
I am going to take you on ajourney that most heterosexuals will
never see. You are about to witness
the "homosexual lifestyle" (which
differs from the " heterosexual
lifestyle" due to the fact that we
dress better).
Welcome to the miserable world
of the homosexual.
Meetings are once a week. The
location changes so that there is not
undue burden on one host to provide the wine, cheese, and fresh cut
flowers, although matching place
settings can also be difficult.
During the summer there is a barbecue. After singing show tunes,
the oath is administered. Our facilitator, who looks remarkably like
Judy Garland, calls the meeting to
order.
Most of our time is spent discuss-

ing the homosexual agenda. Our
recruiters present the latest figures.
Many of you don't realize that we
must all devote one year to missionary work, a policy from we which
we are indebted to the Mormons.
This is a relatively easy requirement satisfied by either hanging
around schoolyards or the Barbra
Streisand section of the local record
store.
Lately we have been experimenting with various "reversion therapies". Our scientists have noted
successes in this area. Impressionable teenagers are locked in a room
and are forced to watch television.
After twenty-four hours of near exclusive heterosexual representations
ofadultery, violence, misogyny, and
irresponsible sexual behavior, teens
are susceptible to an alternative.
Forthose recruits who stubbornly
adhere to a Judeo-Christian value
system, a close reading of the Bible
usually yields "morally" based prohibitions on eating pork (Leviticus
11 :7), wearing clothes of more than
one fabric (Leviticus 19: 19), wearing gold or pearls (I Timothy 2:9),

To The Editor:
I work at Salvatore's Pizza Shop in Allentown, Pa. On Saturday,
Nov. 2 we received an order for more than 90 sandwiches to be
delivered to the Muhlenberg College field house for the Ursinus
football team and cheerleaders. The order was very large, so I
borrowed a friend's Ford Explorer to make the delivery. I work mostly
for tips and the order was worth $687. My tip that day was 0; nothing;
rien! I want everybody at your college to know what a high class
operation your football team and cheerleaders are. They might be
intelligent enough to be in a private college, but they have no common
.sense or decency.

not to mention divorce, which carries a penalty of stoning
(Deuteronomy 22:22). The hypocrisy ofselectivity ignoring only those
rules considered anachronistic is not
lost on the plebes.
The meeting usually concludes
with an induction ceremony. With
your right hand on the International
Carlos Loazza
Male catalog, one swears allegiance
cc: Head football coach
to Rock Hudson and pledges to have ~--------------------thousands of sex partners. In return
To the Editor:
ery.
I also did a quick telephone survey
you are given the "lifestyle" card,
I am responding to the letter writ- to see ifUrsinus was the only college
which is good for discounts at most
ten by Salvatore's Pizza Shop deliv- not giving tips to drivers. Johns
hairdressers and florists. I've been
Hopkins University, Gettysburg Colery man Carlos Loazza.
told it can also be used for travel
We have been ordering hoagies as lege, Muhlenberg College and Westdiscounts. Tea is then served (herbal
a post-game meal for our football ern Maryland College all order hoagies
for the lesbians) and we discuss
team for the past seven years. The for their teams and none pays an "adantiques.
order is placed on Monday morning ditional gratuity."
I hope this puts an end to any
On Nov. 4, we conducted business
of game week with the exact cost per
lingering questions about our
person agreed upon. The business as we have for the past seven years.
lifestyle. I forgot to mention that if
office then cuts a check for the However, this time, our Sports Manamount. Any delivery charge is fig- ager, Brian Thomas, was treated rudely
anyone is interested in trying it out,
ured into the total.
by Mr. Loazza after paying the prethere is an end of the year special
After receiving Mr. Loazza's let- arranged bill with a $687.00 check.
discount for those who sign up beter, I called to see ifl understood the Mr. Loazza may have had a bad day.
fore January I. It includes a free
total we were billed by Salvatore's. He obviously has a problem unrelated
gym membership. Feel free to ask
The manager, John Ruffino, was to Ursinus College.
questions.
unaware of, and surprised by, Mr.
Loazza's complaint. In fact, Mr. Steven L. Gilbert
Keith Brand
Ruffino told me that he pays each Head Football Coach
driver a commission on every deIiv- Assistant Athletic Director

r---------------------

God and the GOP
All cops should be shot dead immediately. Heck, while we're at it,
why not mow down random people
on the streets? Sounds sensible to
me, but then again I'm listening to
gangsta rap right now. It makes me
uncontrollable. I wasn't sure before, but now I'm certain God is
dead.
If you believe this crap, then
you're probably just a little too accustomed to reading what has
seemed to dominate the Opinions
pages of The Grizzly recently, that
is, news and views seen through the
eyes of the sometimes very nearsighted religious right. Now, before
some of you get your panties in a
bind, specifically those who've been
proving the truth of the Bible by
referring to passages from it -- which

•••
•

To the Editors:

is, of course, a very poor rhetorical
strategy -- let me point out frrst and
foremost that I am not trying to
offend anyone.
Before I ramble any further from
my point, let me confess to something far worse than the deviant
activity that gangsta rap led me to.
OK, here goes: I watched Rush
Limbaugh yesterday (Gasp!). Ahh,
I feel better already now that my
dirty little secret is public (sorry, Dr.
N., but I refuse to hide it). Anyway,
let me just tell those of you who
aren't masochistic enough to watch
a whole episode, it was GREAT! I
laughed my ass off the whole time.
Then I realized something: He
wasn't kidding.
He talked about the need for self
reliance. OK, makes sense. Then he
talked about how no person has the
right to mooch off of the rest of the
country. OK, still makes sense. Then

he patted himself on the back for
one of his wonderful witticisms: he
thought it would be funny to send
can openers to people who would
end up eating dog food because of
Republican spending cuts. HA! Real
funny you bloated, egotistical mental-capacity-of-a-urinal... Ahem.
Sorry. Maybe I'm a little oversensitive, but starvation jokes just aren't
funny to me.
Well, that would be all the news
that fits, this week. Next time: Why
to live by our own codes of ethics,
and why the sky isn't falling due to
atheism.
If, by now, you question why I
may seem like some kind of raving
lunatic, or you're wondering why
the heck I'm even bothering to write
my views without being able to claim
that you will be eternally damned
for not adhering to them, let me tell
you why: Because I fucking can.

•••
•

••••

ment in the amount they quoted. We
must submit our receipts for tax purposes. Gratuities are not something we
can document, especially with this
preordering arrangement. Therefore,
we did not get into the habit of tipping
the delivery people.
Mr. Loazza is correct in saying that
we did not offer him a cash gratuity at
the time of delivery. However, what he
failed to include was that the manager
of Salvatore's Pizza Shop, John
Ruffino, provides his delivery people
with a commission on orders of this
size! Since our order was almost $700,
I am confident that Mr. Loazza received a nice size commission on our
order.
In my work coordinating alumni
events, I have had many occasions to
work with caterers and restaurants. It is
standard policy in that industry to add
a 6% tax and an 18% gratuity for ail
commercial and large-scale orders.
Ursinus football coaches and advisors
have been ordering post-game meals
like this for seven years, and have never
once run into a situation like this (most
likely, because it was our assumption
that these local sub shops were already
tacking on their standard 6o/crlI8%).

As the cheerIeading advisor at
Ursin us, I welcome this opportunity
to address the concems that Mr. Carlos
Loazza expressed in his recent letter
to The Grizzly editors. Before I do
that, however, I would like to note
that Mr. Loazza has wrongly accused
Ursinus' football players and cheerleaders oflacking any "common sense
or decency" in not tipping him at the
recent Muhlenberg game. The fact is
that the players and cheerleaders have
nothing to do with the ordering or
paying for their post-game meal. That
responsibility falls on the coach and
advisor. I do not want the record to
stand with the character of our dedicated students being denigrated.
With that being said, I will move
on to clarifying this matter with the
readers of The Grizzly. For all away
football games, Coach Gilbert and I
(as well as all the other coaches in
Centennial Conference) order sandwiches and sodas for our students
from local sub shops and have them
delivered to the visiting locker rooms
the day of the game. We call these
orders in about a week ahead of the
game and at that time ask for a final
price from the vendor. We then re- Coco Minardi '91
quest a check from the Business Of- Assistant Director of Alumni Affain
fice to be made out to the establish- Cheerleading Advisor

IIlvember 21, 1995

Dr. Nagy : Challenging the Claims
To Tire Grizzly:
Two months ago, you published
my letter alleging that GALA supporters use verbal intimidation in an
effort to silence disagreement with
their views on homosexuality. The
pro-GALA reaction was predictable
and effectively proved my allegation. Mixed in with the hate language in their letters, however, there
were several claims that I need to
challenge.
Anne-Marie McMahon (Grizzly,
Oct. 24) claims that "current research suggests 10% of the population" is homosexual. The 10% figure is actually based on the old and
discredited work by Alfred Kinsey.
Kinsey's results were skewed by
some methodological errors, including the fact that 25% of his data
came from convicted criminals, including sex offenders (Reinsman
and Acyl, "Male Child Sexuality"
in Kinsey, Sex, and Fraud· The Indoctrination of a People, Huntington House Publishers, 1990). Recent research actually shows the
homosexual percentage is closer to
1 or 2% ( Muir, "Homosexuals and
the 10% Fallacy", The Wall Street
Journal, March 31,1993).
Keith Brand (Grizzly, Oct.
31 )claims that statistics have shown

We're
Not Secure!

pedophilia and adultery are "over- among male homosexuals, is also fallacious argument that homosexuwhelmingly, and ironically associ- suggested by the existence of als are "born that way", so homoated with heterosexuals". With re- NAMBLA (North American Man sexual activities should not be respect to adultery, the statistics are Boy Love Association) which is a garded as immoral. Although there
unnecessary to prove the claim; male homosexual organization that may be such a thing as a genetic
marriages are "overwhelmingly" lobbies for the legalization of predisposition to homosexuality in
heterosexual. The statistics on pro- pedophilia. Brand's claim is also some people, this doesn't account
miscuity, on the other hand, are an undennined by personal ads for the for nor excuse homosexual behavembarrassment to the homosexu- procurement of boys as sexual part- ior any more than a genetic predisals. Despite the AIDS. epidemic, a ners in homosexual publications position to alcoholism excuses
1984 study by the Ameridrunkenness.
A homosexual
can Psychological Association found that the avlifestyle may provide short
A homosexual lifestyle may proerage male homosexual
tenn pleasure for those
had 50 sexual partners per
afflicted with it, but the
vide short-term pleasure for those
year (Sally Ann Stewart,
long tenn effect is physiafflicted with it, but the long-term
"AIDS Aftennath: Fewer
cal, mental, and spiritual
effect is physical, mental, and
Sex Partners Among Gay
degradation. Anyone who
Men", USA-Today, Nov.
encourages young homospiritual degradation.
21, 1984).
sexuals to accept this or
Contrary to Brand's
any other sexual deviancy
claim, studies show that
as "nonnal" is partially repedophilia is far more prevalent such as the Advocate (Rein sman, sponsible for the eventual anguish
among homosexuals than among "Content Analysis ofthe Advocate", that it causes.
heterosexuals. According to a study Institute for Media Education, Arpublished in 1986, for example, at lington, VA, 1992).
Sincerely,
least one-third of all child molestaAccording to Brand, homosexual
tions involved homosexuals even teen suicide is three times the na- Dr. Nagy
though homosexuals represent less tional average. But, this figure is Physics Department
than 3 percent of the population (P. too high by a factor of at least 5
Cameron et ai, "Child Molestation (Narrative Summary of Teenage [Ed. Note: This article has been
and Homosexuality", Psycholoei- Suicide Study, The Gallup Organi- edited to confonn to Grizzly length
cal Reports 58, pp. 327-337). The zation, Jan. 1991).
guidelines]
prevalence of pedophilia, at least
We have heard ad nauseam the

Are we secure here at Ursinus?
No, we are not. When I was first
looking at Ursinus, they boasted
about their tight quad security, and
escorts that would walk you to and
from buildings late at night. I had
also assumed that lighting would
not be a problem on a campus where
students would surely be walking
late at night. So far I have been
disappointed with what I have seen.
rhave witnessed men, saying they
are fathers, walk right into the quad
past security. It used to be that any
male visitors had to sign in at the
front desk in the quad. I am sure that
was a hassle, but if men can walk
right in without any trouble, I feel
the hassle would be worth it in return for guaranteed safety.
I also have yet to see an escort
service. Perhaps that is because I do
not know how to reach them, but
when in Olin late at night, there are
not many ways to contact security.
There is talk about putting call boxes
around campus. This ~ould be an
excellent way to contact security
late at night without having to search
for a phone.
The lighting on campus is also
terrible. There are many spots that
--------------------------------------------------~ are poorly lit and some with no light
at all. r am pleased to see that more
lights are being put up, but that is
just a start.
Also in the quad, there are bars on
the windows for the basement floors.
Safe right? No, they pop right out
because real bars would be a fire
hazard. So what good are any bars
Not very long ago, I had homework pot before it would come close to caus- diversion than alcohol. I wonder, if it decisions for you.
for a class which involved discussions ing the amount of damage that the nor- weren't illegal, would our school tolerI know that there are a lot of people at all if they do not serve their purof drug use, particularly marijuana. I mal college student does just by drink- ate it as much as they do drinking?
who disagree with me. Yes, it is danger- pose?
wouldn't be giving away any big cam- ing or using tobacco. Pot does have
Yes, there are laws in our society. ous to operate a vehicle while high.
I am glad to see the continuing
pus secret ifl said that a good portion of certain medicinal qualities to it, which Laws are supposed to protect the people Yes, it is dangerous for pregnant moth- talks on security given by the USGA,
the Ursinus campus smokes weed from are being kept from many suffering from dangers. But, just because the ers to use pot. Yes, it can be abused and perhaps something can be done to
time to time. Once in a while you hear people by our overanxious government. government passes a law, that doesn't lead to the use of more dangerous drugs.
increase safety measures. Luckily
about someone getting caught, but gen- People who toke up are not all deviant make the law right or perfect. At one These things can all be prevented,
erally, it'snottoo hard to getaway with criminals who will harm others; and time alcohol was illegal, too. At that though, by warnings and by being re- for us, Ursinus is a quiet campus
it In this regard, we reflect America as most importantly, ifpot were made le- time, an underground opened up to sell sponsible,just like anything else. There and we are all basically capable of
a whole. Marijuana is still illegal in this gal to adults the foundations of the drug and transport illegal alcohol, causing are many facts on both sides of this taking care of ourselves, but nothcountry, but it's not too damn difficult underground that causes so much crime crime to run rampant. Sort of like the argument, but I still hold that marijuana ing is for sure and it would be nice
to use it without getting caught.
and devastation would be toppled. situation with pot today. I think that if should be legalized and only then will it to know that we are safe here.
For years, we have all heard the anti- People want something more when they it were made legal, that the criminal be controlled.
drug campaigns that the government can't have it.
underground would crumble,just like it
The point I'm trying to make is that did when alcohol was made legal foltries to brainwash us with. I know lots
of people who smoke pot and I have marijuana can be used sociably without lowing prohibition.
Don't always believe what the govnever seen anyone's brain tum into a causing any more harm than alcohol,
As a side note, I just wanted to confried egg. These campaigns are good in tobacco, or caffeine. As I said, a lot of ernment tells us. They aren't always gratulate the staff of The Grizzly for the
that they try to discourage kids from people here at Ursinus use it as a recre- right, and they don't always have good great job that you guys have been doing
using harmful drugs. However, they ational drug, and this is still a very safe intentions. Pot, if used as a recreational lately. This paper has really become a
have caused a sense of paranoia among campus. If there is a leniency to alco- tool, can be enjoyable and not too harm- forum for debate and the paper is one
the masses towards any drug, and this hol, shouldn't there also be a leniency ful. I hope that if you choose to use it, hundred percent better than it was a few
paranoia has made people ignorant of towards pot? After all, alcohol is easier you will be responsible, and I also hope years ago. Thanks for all the hard work!
the facts. The facts are that you would to abuse because it's cheaper, and more that you get away with it, because the
have to smoke an enormous amount of addicting, and pot is just a cleaner, safer government has no right to make your

See the results
of the USGA
security survey
on page 2.
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• • • • • Movie Mania • • • • •
After a six year leave of absence,
Bond, James Bond, has returned. In
Goldeneye, the eighteenth Bond
movie (not counting Casino Royale
starring Woody Allen). Pierce
Brosnan, former star of the television series Remington Steele, has
taken over as the fifth actor to play
Agent 007.
After the failures of recent Bond
movies, many different lead actors
have been proposed. Mel Gibson
was almost signed as Bond, there
was talk of a black James Bono, and
the casting of a woman su~h as
Sharon Stone to play 007 was even
considered (I'm far from being a
male chauvinist, but the idea of a
"Jim ina Bond" just doesn't seem to
work for me). With Bond's studio,
MGMlUA, in jeopardy, the future
of the Bond franchise depends on
this movie.
In the end, they chose the Irish
Brosnan, who was previously considered as Bond in 1987, but he was
tied up with Remington. t>teefe.
Producers address fans' concerns
by attempting to bring back the old
style Bond movie, such as the movies with Sean Connery such as
Goldfinger, Dr. No, and Diamonds
Are Forever.
The movie is about a satellite that
delivers pulses that destroy all electronic devices in a 25 mile radius.

Secret agent 006 (Sean Bean), for- ible in action. It was only shown
merly one of Bond's closest briefly driving around, but not in a
friends, is a traitor who hijacks the chase. It seemed as ifit was there just
satellite and threatens to hit Lon- to be a shameless plug for BMW.
don, destroying the world's eco- Still, ifI had $27,950, one of them
nomic infrastructure. Bond also would be parked behind Hobson right
has to contend with a femme fatale now.
(Famke Janssen) named Vanya ' Although this was a good attempt
Onatopp (hint, hint) that crushes to bring back the essence of Bond, it
people to death with her thighs was still not perfect. As a devoted
during sex! (If you gotta go, at James Bond fan (I even endured the
least have fun doing it.)
really crappy movies like A View to a
The attempt to bring back the Kil/),hereismyprescriptionforBond
essence of Bond is rather success- to survive in a world of mega-budget
ful. Brosnan, although he does not
come close to possessing the screen
presence or acting· ability of the
great Sean Connery, does a good ,
job. He is young enough but not .
too young for the part, he puts
more life into it than Timothy lr
Dalton (but, then again, so could a
crash-test dummy wearing a tuxedo),andisnotlightandcartoonish "
.American prejdenl
like Roger Moore. It also seemed
Starring michael :J)OU9Iaj
to be in a much more freewheel- ,
ing, far-fetched, over-the-top style
than other recent Bond movies.
Despite the efforts to bring back action flicks with big stars such as
tbe old ijon9, some concessions True Lies and the Jack Ryan movies
, nave ~e~1) made f~t the 1990s. M, pased QP- tJ,le Tom Clancy books.
Bond's boss, is now a woman 1. Better Heroines- Although Swed(Dame Judi Dench), and she refers ish model Izabella Scorupco was not
to Bond as a "sexist misogynist horrible, I would not have noticed if
dinosaur." Moneypenny even talks she was not in the movie. It seemed
of suing Bond for sexual harass- her only purpose was to look good,
run around with Bond, and scream
ment.
All that really let me down was "Jahhhhmes!" on cue. Bond movies
not being able to see the new, drop- need more heroines like the great
dead gorgeous BMW Z3 convert- ones of the past, such as Ursula

'Jhe

Andress, who was in Dr. No, the
first Bond movie, and Diana Rigg,
who was briefly Mrs. Bond until she
was killed in On Her Majesty's Secret Service.
2. Better Villa ios- Again, Sean Bean
as agent 006 was not bad, but wasn't
great either. Who could forget
Oddjob in Goldfinger, and Jaws in
The Spy Who Loved Me?
3. Even More Gadgets- Bond gadgets, such as a grenade inside a pen
that you click three times to detonate, and Dentonyne explosive
toothpaste are the coolest!
4. More Action- Goldeneye did
accomplish this, with explosions and
chases galore, including a great tank
chase through the streets of St. Petersburg. On the whole, today's
theatrical audiences demand much
more action, as opposed to past
movies that concentrated on story
and character development. It costs
a fortune to go to the movies, and
people want bang for the buck (no
pun intended).
5. Don't make too many moviesuntil Licence to Kill, Bond movies
were getting churned out like clockwork every two years. The studio
should allow at least three years
between movies, so demand is high
when each new movie comes out. I
certainly think the six-year hiatus
will work to Goldeneye's advantage.
6. K.I.S.S. (Keep it simple, stupid)- Goldeneye also fulfilled this
requirement. Although some de-

tails of the plot were a little complex, it still came down to James
Bond saving the world from the bad
guys, and that is always what Bond
movies should be. So far, attempts
to develop the character, such as
Licence to Kill, in which Bond was
pursuing a personal vendetta, have
backfired drastically, as have attempts to place him in monogamous relationships. James Bond's
character is not P.C. He is a womanizer and a killer. This character
worked in many Bond movies including this one, so they should
stick with it.
Although this movie had some
minor flaws, it was still a great deal
of fun to watch. Judging by the
packed theaters (many showings this
weekend were sold out), this movie
should make enough money to keep
James Bond alive. Rating-8(Very
Good)

Movie quote of the week- Last
week's quote, "Risk is part of the
game if you wantto sit in that chair"
was from Star Trek: Generations,
~and was ideJ\tified !>y Dom "The
Dominator'13ui. Thi;week'squote,
the fmal movie quote of the semester, and your last chance to be entered in the drawing for the Star
Wars trilogy, is "Many things in
here do not react well to bullets."
My extension is 3212 if you know
the quote. Information about the
drawing for the trilogy will be in the
next issue of The Grizzly.
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I tafian CuCturafSociety

495 ..6945

165 N. LewU Rd., Lisnen:k. PA 19468

NOVEMBER
22 & 24

495 .. 5567

NOVEMBER 25

THE MARKLEY
BAND

ICS Needs You!

featuring Fred Patterson

Come and join us on Tuesday, Nov. 28
at 6:30 p.m. in the Unity House

Finals Schedule

Fall 1 995

- - Anthropology/Sociology - - ANSO
ANSO

226
400V

Harriage/Family
Bist & Theories

MACIIADO, D
GAU.AGBER,

Tuesday, December 12
Sa turday, December 16

l:oopm-4:oopm
]:oopm-4:oopm

Bomberger Ball 109
Bomberger Ball 016D

Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 9

1: oopm-4: oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm

F. V. Olin Ball 101
Bomberger Ball lOB

Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 16

9:ooam-12:oopm
l:oopm-4:oopm

Fetterolf Bouse Studio
Fetterolf House Studio

Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Sa turday, December 16
Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 16
Sa turday, December 16
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 9
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14

1: oopm-4: oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
l:oopm-4:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm

F. V. Olin Ball 107
F. V. Olin Ball lOB
Pfahler Ball lOB
Thomas Ball 324
Thomas Hall 128
Thomas Hall 128
Thomas Hall 128
Thomas Hall 324
Thomas Ball 324
Thomas Ball 210
Thomas Hall 206
Thomas Ball 324
F. V. Olin Ball Aud
Thomas Hall 323
Thomas Hall 324
Helfferich Hall 211
80mberger Hall 120
Thomas Hall 314

9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9: ooam-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:oopm-4:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm

Ritter Center 210
Ritter Center 210
Ritter Center 202
Ritter Center 202
F. V. Olin Hall 107
F. V. Olin Ball 107
F. V. Olin Ball 007
F. V. Olin Ball 107
Ritter Center 210
Thomas Ball 319
F. V. Olin Ball 107
Ritter Center Theatre
Ritter Center 210
Ritter Center 202
Ritter Center 202
Ritter Center 210

l:oopm-4:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1: oopm-4: oopm

Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler

- - - Anthropology - MmI
AHl'II

100
242

Sociocul t An th
Peoples Africa

OBOLER, R.
OBOLER, R.
- - Art--

ART
ART

201
203

Studio Art I
Draw & Painting

HIRlaL, B.
FRANCIS, L
- - Biology - -

BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
810
810
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO

1000
1000
1110
225
225A
225A
225A
226
232
232A
232A
315
317
345
3501
350K
415V
431V

A
B
A
8
C

8

Intro Bio
Intro Bio
Prin of Bio
Cell Biology
Cell 8io Lab
Cell 8io Lab
Cell 8io Lab
Genetics
Ethology
Ethology Lab
Ethology Lab
8iochemistry
Human A & P
Hicrobiology
Biochemistry
Ianunology
Ecology
Neurobiology

FIELDS, H.
FIELDS, H.

DAVLKY,
SCHOLZ, J.
JOSEPH, L.
LOBO, A.
JOSEPH, L.
GODDARD, K

SIDlE, J.
SIDlE, J.
SIDlE, J.
SCHOLZ, J.
SllINEHOUSE

LOBO, A.
SCHOLZ, J.
JOSEPH, L.
SKAIJ., P.
SIDlE, J.

- - eo-unication Arts - - CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

100
100
100
111
203
203
207
210
219
219
225
301
325
345
345
444V

A
B
C
8
A
8

8

Public Speaking
Public Speaking
Public Speaking
Intro to Theatr
Mass Hedia & So
Mass Hedia & So
Journalism
TV Prod I
Interpersonal
Interpersonal
Intro to Film
Thea tr Vorkshop
Small Group
Argumentation
Argumentation
Sem in Mass Com

GOlDBERG,
GOLDBERG,

HENRY, J.
HENRY, J.
BRAND, K.
BRAND, K.
ClDUSTlANO

KIUJ1.R, J.
KITNICK, A
SCBVARTZ,

DOLE, C.
HENRY, J.
CZUBAROFF,
CZUBAROFF,
CZUBAROFF,
KILLER, J.

Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Sa turday, December 9
Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 16
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16
Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13

- - Chemistry - - CIIEK
CIIEK
CIIEK

C8EM
CIIEK

C8EM
ClEM
C8EM
ClEM
CHFJt
CIIEK
C8EM
CHEK
CIIEH
CHEH
CHEH
CIIEK
CIIEK
CHEH
CIIEH

111
1lAO
llAO
1lAO
llAO
llAQ
207
207A
207A
207A
309
309A
309A
311
31lA
31lA
31lA
401
401A
401A

A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
A
B
A
8
C
A
B

Principles Chem
Principles Lab
Principles Lab
Principles Lab
Principles Lab
Principles Lab
Organic Chem
Organic Lab
Organic Lab
Organic Lab
Physical Chem
Phys Chem Lab
Phys Chem Lab
Spectro Methods
Spec Me thod Lab
Spec Method Lab
Spec Method Lab
Ady Inorganic
Ady Inorgan Lab
Ady Inorgan Lab

BESS, R.
SCHULTZ, R
SCHULTZ, R
SCHULTZ, R
l<NECHEL, H
HESS, R.
TORTORELLI
TORTORELLI
TORTORELLI
TORTORELLI
SCHULTZ, R
GAEDE, H.
GAEDE, H.
VILLIAHSEN
VILLIAHSEN
VILLIAHSEN
VILLIAHSEN
PRICE, A.
PRICE, A.
PRICE, A.

Monday, December 11
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Saturday, December 16
Sa turday, December 16
Vednesday, December 13
Saturday, December 16
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15
Wednesday, December 13
Saturday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16
Tuesday, December 12

Hall
Ball
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Ball
Ball
Ball
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

lOB
lOB
lOB
lOB
lOB
lOB
lOB
315
315
315
315
211
211
305
0168
0168
0168
305
305
305

Finals Schedule

Fall 1995

----- Computer Science ----CS
CS
CS

Compu ter Sci I
Data Struc&Algo
Seminar in CS I

271
371
471

JESSUP, P.
HAGELGANS,
JESSUP, P.

Honday, December 11
Tuesday, December 12
Thursday, December 14

1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm

Pfahler Hall 016B
Pfahler Hall 102A
Pfahler Hall 016B

----- Economics & Business Administration ----ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA
ECBA

100
100
100
100
105
105
203
204
251
252
301
304
305Q
306
307
314
316
319

A
B
D
E
B

Intro to Econ
Intro to Econ
Intro to Econ
Intro to Econ
Princ of Acc t
Princ of Acct
Int Fin Acct I
Int Fin Acct II
Intermed Micro
Intermed Macro
Acct Partnersh
Auditing
Research Method
Corp Finance
Marketing
Econ Developmnt
Money & Cap Mkt
Labor Economics

PILGRIM, J
MURPHY, L.
SALEH, J.

O'NEILL, H
BOVERS, B.
HARRIS, C.
HARRIS, C.

BOVERS, B.
O'NEILL, H
SALEH, J.
BOVERS, B.
HARRIS, C.

LENTZ, B.
ECONOMOPOU
MURPHY, L.

SALEH, J.
ECONOMOPOU
LENTZ, B.

Vednesday, December 13
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 9
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Tuesday, December 12
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 9
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 16
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15

9:00am-12:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
l:oopm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9: ooam-12:OOpm

F. V. Olin Hall 101
Bomberger Hall 211
Bomberger Hall 109
Bomberger Hall 212
F. V. Olin Hall 303
Bomberger Hall 120
Bomberger Hall 120
Pfahler Hall 001
Bomberger Ball 212
Bomberger Hall 212
Pfahler Hall 001
Bomberger Hall 120
Bomberger Ball 001
Bomberger Ball 106
Bomberger Ball 200
Bomberger Hall 109
Bomberger Hall 211
Bomberger Ball 211

Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Tuesday, December 12
Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 16
Honday, December 11
Honday, December 11
Saturday, December 16
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Tuesday, December 12
Saturday, December 16
Sa turday, December 9

9:ooam-12:00pm
9:ooam-12:00pm
l:oopm-4:oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1: oopm-4: OOpm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:ooam-12:00pm
9: ooam-12: OOpm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
l:00pm-4:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
1: OOpm-4 : OOpm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9: OOam-12 : OOpm
1: OOpm-4 : OOpm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm

F. V. Olin Hall 007
F. V. Olin Hall 008
F. V. Olin Hall 201
F. V. Olin Hall 102
Pfahler Hall 211
F. V. Olin Hall 201
F. V. Olin Hall 303
Bomberger Hall 108
F. V. Olin Hall 102
F. V. Olin Hall 301
F. V. Olin Hall 205
F. V. Olin Hall 317
F. V. Olin Ball 303
F. V. Olin Ball 303
F. V. Olin Ball 201
F. V. Olin Ball 301
F. V. Olin Ball 317
F. V. Olin Hall 107
F. V. Olin Ball 301
F. V. Olin Ball 303
F. V. Olin Ball 217
F. V. Olin Ball 301

----- English ----ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
20HI
205
206
215
217
219
220
224
225
228
309
329
339

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

I

First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
First-Year Comp
Lit Cri ticism
Fic tion Vriting
Poetry Vri ting
Med & Ren Lit
Rom & Vic Lit
19th C. Am Lit
20th C. Am Lit
Japanese Lit
Intro to Film
Vomen's Lit
Shakespeare
Chaucer
British Novel

KELLEY, H.

KRAVINSKY,
AGOSTINELL
SCHEER, K.
SCHEER, K.

VOLKMER, J
SCHROEDER,

BATES, N.
AGOSTINELL
LIONARONS,
VOLKMER, J
KRAVINSKY,
DECATUR, L
PERRETEN,
SCHROEDER,
KELLEY, H.
DECATUR, L
DOLE, C.
KELLEY, H.
DECATUR, L

LIONARONS,
DOLE, C.

----- English for Speakers of Other Languages ----HONHEIT, D

ESOL

ESOL 100

Friday, December 15

1: OOpm-4: OOpm

Pfahler Ball 315

9:00am-12:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:00pm
9:00am-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm

Helfferich Ball 211
Helfferich Hall 201
Helfferich Hall 202
Helfferich Hall 211
Belfferich Ball 202
Helfferich Hall 202
Helfferich Ball 201
Hyrin Library 201
Belfferich Hall 202
Helfferich Ball 201

- - Exercise & Sport Science ----ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS
ESS

ESS
ESS

Cone Vell/Fi t
CPR & First Aid
Survey of HPER
Current Trends
Vell/Fi t Adul t
Struct Kines
Elem Heth H&PE
Officiating
Phil/Prin Coach
Care & Prevent

100
167
231V
232
347
351
356
363
365
468

BORSDORF,

DAVIDSON,
ENGSl'ROH, D
BOYD, A.
BORSDORF,
VAILGUH,

ENGSl'ROM, D
BOYD, A.
GROS, V.
CHLAD, P.

Thursday, December 14
Vednesday, December 13
Honday, December 11
Vednesday, December 13
Vednesday, December 13
Saturday, December 9
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Saturday , December 16

----- French - FPf1

10n

Tnter r

"

"'~r

1

~F'1"

'l1)J

FREN
FREN
FREN
FREN

201 B
205
318
340

f\

r.'ll'M

I1r

9:00am-12' OOpm
4"
"erlnesrlay, December 13 9: OOam 12: oopm
1:00pm-4:00pm
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 16 l:oopm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:oopm
Sa turday, December 9
Saturday, December 16 1:00pm-4:00pm
~o n'

ay,

D~cember
roo

"Qmr
Conv & Comp
Li t to 19th Cen
Ec & Comm Fren
20th Cen Novel

rf"ln"

ZJ,' rT'GAJT 0:

f

HALL , C.

LUCAS, A.
NOVACK, F.
HALL, C.

r>m '

:1

11
J1

"n.f\

n.r'I

Pfah~er

Pf.,

H3l1 103

- '1 "

• ""

Bumbe~ b~~ rr~l l

109
Bomberger Hall 100
F. V. Olin Hall 201
F. V. Olin Ball 303
Hyrin Library 317

- - Geology - GEOL 100

Geol Science I

BOEKENKAHP

Tuesday, December 12

1 : OOpm-4: oopm

Pfahler Hall 211

Fall 1 9 9 5

Finals Schedule
- -

German -----

GER
GER
GER

111
201
205

Interm Ger I
Cony & Comp
German Lit I

THELEN, L.
THELEN, L.

GRK

100

Intro to Greek

VlCKERSHAM

CLOUSER, R

Monday, December 11
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 16

9:00am- 12:00pm
l:oopm-4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm

Bomberger Hall 120
F. Y. Olin Hall 201
F. Y. Olin Hall 103

Tuesday, December 12

9:00am-12:00pm

Bomberger Hall 212

Monday, December 11
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 9
Saturday, December 9
Thursday, December 14
Tuesday, December 12
Thursday, December 14
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16
Friday, December 15
Friday, December 15
Yednesday, December 13

1:00pm- 4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
9: OOam- 12:OOpm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
9:00am- 12:00pm

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

l:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm

F. Y. Olin Hall 301
F. Y. Olin Hall 103
Pfahler Hall 315
F. II. Olin Hall 201
F. II. Olin Hall 103
Bomberger Hall 211

Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11

9:00am-12:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm

Bomberger Hall Aud
Bomberger Hall Aud

Monday, December 11
Tuesday, December 12

1:00pm-4:00pm
1: OOpm-4:OOpm

F. 'J. Olin Hall 103
F. Y. Olin Ball 303

Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13
'Jednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Tuesday, December 12
Monday, December 11
Sa turday, December 9
Vednesday, December 13
Honday, December 11
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 9
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16

9:00am-12:00pm
9: OOam-12:OOpm
9: OOam-12: OOpm
9: OOam-12:OOpm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:09pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9: OOam-12:OOpm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm

Pfahler Ball 016A
Pfahler Hall 016B
Pfahler Ball 103
Pfahler Ball 103
Pfahler Hall 103
Pfahler Hall 103
Pfahler Hall IOU
Pfahler Hall 103
Pfahler Hall IOU
Bomberger Hall 120
Pfahler Hall IOU
Pfahler Hall IOU
Pfahler Hall IOU
Pfahler Hall 016B
Pfahler Ball 016A
Pfahler Hall IOU

Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 16
Friday, December 15

1:00pm- 4:00pm
1: 00pm-4 :00pm
1:00pm- 4:00pm

Bomberger Hall 226
Bomberger Hall 014
Bomberger Ball 226

----- Greek -----

----- History ----HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
221
243
305
316
344
365

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Hist Trad Civ
Intro Am Hist
Hist/Cult Japn
St/Soc Europe
Yar & Society
Soc/Rev SE Asia
Empires&Nations

VISSER, D.
VISSER, D.
DOUGHTY, R
KING, R.
CLARK, H.
ROES, L.
ROES, L.
AKIN, Y.
CLARK, H.
DOUGHTY, R
DOUGHTY, R
CLARK, H.
KING, R.

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
'J.
'J.

Y.
'J .

Y.
II.
Y.
Y.
Y.

Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

107
008
101
009
103
303
301
301
303
305
305
305
305

----- Interdivisional Studies ----IDS
IDS
IDS
IDS
IDS
IDS

101
101
101
101
101
200

A
B
C
D
E

'Jorld Lit I
Yorld Lit I
'Jorld Lit I
Yorld Lit I
'Jorld Lit I
Yomen's Studies

VOU<HER, J
NOVACK, F.
CLOUSER, R
LIONARONS,
CAMERON, D
ENGLAND, E

Monday, December 11
Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Tuesday, December 12
Friday, December 15

-- --- Japanese ----JAPN 100
JAPN 112

Intens Elem Jpn
Adv Elem Jpn II

INOUE, C.
INOUE, C.
----- La tin

LAT
LAT

201
305

Intermediate
Vergil's Aeneid

-----

VICKERSHAH
VICKERSHAH

- - Hathematics - -

HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HA'l1I
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH
HATH

110
111
111
111
111
111
111
112
211

A
B

C
D
E

F

235

2410
2410
2410
2410
311W
341

A
B
C
D

Precalculus
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus II
Hultivar Calc
Linear Algebra
Statistics I
Statistics I
Statistics I
Statistics I
Intro Analys I
Probability

LONl'Z, B.

LORENZ, M.
VAIT, R.
VAIT, R.
BAGELGANS,
LORENZ, H.
BAGELGANS,
SHUCK, J.
LORENZ, H.
NESLEN, J.
NESLEN, J.
COLEMAN, R
COLEMAN, R
JESSUP, P.
SHUCK, J.
COLEMAN, R
- - Music - - -

MUS
MUS
MUS

100
121
203

Intro to Music
Fund of Husic
Romantic Era

FRENCH, J.
BRANKER, A
FRENCH, J.

--- -- Philosophy and Religion -----

,
P ilL

lIJl

B

PHIL 101 C
PHIL 211
PHIL 221

t. "

I

I

i.J..

Co
Origins/Phil Co
Wor Id Religions
ReI ADler CuI tur
v[i g i (l~ /Ph i l

.1. ..
.JL'll.,

,
~.

GOETZ, S.
HARDMAN, K
HARDMAN, K

J

,

v~_,

--iJ

I.'

.. I:Jneslluy, Dl!cemul:L IJ

;) ; W<.tll!-

Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12

9:00am-12:00pm
1:00pm-4:00pm
9: ooam-12: OOpm

1L •

vuVm

L

W.

..

U.Llll

£ ___

He.... l J.VJ

F. II. Olin Hall 108
F. II. Olin Hall 108
F. Y. Olin Hall 108

,

\

• t ••

•

&

4

Finals Schedule

Fall 1 995

- - Physics - PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS
PHYS

1010
111A
111A
111A
111A
1110
121
207
209

A
B
C
D

Intro Astronomy
Gen Phys I Lab
Gen Phys I Lab
Gen Phys I Lab
Gen Phys I Lab
Gen Physics I
Prob Solving I
Modern Physics
Circuits

NAGY, D.
SfAFF
SfAFF
TAKATS,M
SfAFF
TAKATS, M.
TAKATS, M.
BASHUS, P.
BASHUS, P.

Vednesday, December 13
Saturday, ~cember 16
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Saturday, December 16
Saturday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13
Thursday, December 14

l:00pm-4:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpal
1: oopm-4: OOpm
9:00am-12:oopm
9:00am-12:00pm

Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler
Pfahler

9: OOam-12: OOpm
1: oopm-4: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
1: oopm-4: oopal
9:00am-12:00pm
1: OOpm-4: oopm

Bomberger Ball 108
Bomberger Ball 212
Bomberger Ball 108
Bomberger Ball 212
Bomberger Ball 212
F. V. Olin Ball 101
F. V. Olin Ball 102
Pfahler Ball 305
F. V. Olin Ball 301
Pfahler Ball 016A

1:00pm-4:00pm
9: ooam-12: OOpm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
1: OOpm-4: OOpm
9: OOam-12: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
9: OOaDl-12: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: oopm
9:ooam-12:00pm

F. V. Olin Ball Aud
Thomas Ball 319
Thomas Ball 319
Thomas Ball 323
Thomas Hall 323
Thomas Ball 319
Thomas Ball 319
Thomas Ball 323
Thomas Ball 324
Thomas Ball 323
Thomas Hall 323
Thomas Ball 319
Thomas Ball 319

Vednesday, December 13 1: OOpm-4 :OOpm
1: 00pm-4: OOpm
Tuesday, December 12

Bomberger Ball 109
Bomberger Ball 120

Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Monday, December 11
Sa turday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13
Sa turday, December 9
Vednesday, December 13

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

Hall 001

Hall
Ball
Hall
Hall
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball

119
119
119
119
108
119
119
119

- - Politics - POL
POL
POL
POL
POL
POL
POL
POL
POL
POL

100
100
100
237
237
242
310
321
355
399

A
B
C
A
B

B

Poli tics & Covt
Politics & Covt
Politics & Covt
Pol Philosophy
Pol Philosophy
Comp Politics
Congress & Pres
Const Interpret
US Foreign Pol
Vomen & Politic

KANE, H.
ROY, B.
HOOD, S.
STERN, P.
STERN, P.
HOOD, S.
FITZPATRIC
FITZPATRIC
ROY, B.
BARLEY, E.

Thursday, December 14
Saturday, December 16
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 9
Tuesday, December 12
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15

- - Psychology - PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

100
110
210V
260
265
325
327
355
365
375
455
465

Intr Psychology
Research Method
Experimental Ps
Hntl Hlth-Abno
Educational Psy
Behav Neurosci
Neurosci Lab
Adolescent Psy
Organizational
Adulthood/Aging
Personality
Tests&Assessmnt
History&Theory

480

SfAFF
FAGO, G.
RIDEotrr, B
CHAKBUSS,
MCMAHON, H
RIDEOtrr, 8
RIDEOtrr, 8
FAGO, G.
RICHARDSON
ENGLAND, E
CHAKBUSS,
RICHARDSON
FAGO, G.

Saturday, December 16
Thursday, December 14
Tuesday, December 12
Sa turday, December 9
Friday, December 15
Vednesday, December 13
Friday, December 15
Thursday, December 14
Tuesday, December 12
Tuesday, December 12
Thursday, December 14
Sa turday, December 9
Vednesday, December 13

- - Sociology - SOC

SOC

100
100 B

Intro to Soc
Intro to Soc

MACHADO, D
GALLAGHER,

- - - Spanish - SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN
SPAN

100
100
111
111
111
112
112
118
201
201
202
205
352

A
B
A
B

C
A
B

A
B

In ten Elem Span
Inten Elem Span
Interm Span I
Interm Span I
Interm Span I
Interm Span II
Interm Span II
Span Hlth Prof
Conv & Comp
Conv & Comp
Span Soc/Film
Survey Span Lit
Cont Hisp Novel

CAsrELLS-T
CAsrELLS-T
BRINKMANN,
BRINKHANN,

DISHMAN, A
ANAYA, C.
ANAYA, C.
ESPADAS, J
CAMERON, D
CAMERON, D
ESPADAS, J
ANAYA, C.
CAMERON, D

9:00am-12:00pm
9:ooam-12:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:00pm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9: ooam-12: oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
9:ooam-12:oopm
1: 00pm-4: oopm
9:00am-12:oopm
1: oopm-4: oopm
9: ooam-12: OOpm
1: OOpm-4: 00pm

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin
Olin

Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Hall
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball
Ball

Thfl Grizzly wishes everyone
good luck on final exa:rnsl

Aud
Aud
Aud
Aud
Aud
Aud
Aud
Aud
217
217
107
201
217

IlIlmbar 21, 1995

NO EXIT

Pi Nu Epsilon
Sponsors Messiah Chat
On Monday, Nov. 27, Dr. John
French, professor of music here
at Ursinus and director of the
College's choral ensembles, will
speak on how the Messiah came
to be.
The talk will begin at 9 p.m. in
the Unity House.
The event is sponsored by Pi
Nu Epsilon, Ursinus' honorary
music fraternity.
All students, staff and faculty
are encouraged to attend! Re~ freshments will be served!
A

© '95 Andy Singer

BEGGING

FUND RAISING

ILLEGAL

LEGAL

Answers to last week's
crossword puzzle.

November 14, 1995

National Student News Service, 1995

Enjoy surfmg the net?
Student needed in the Career Services Office to increase and enhance
utilization of existing on-line job and career infonnation. Experience
with Internet a necessity! Additional responsibility includes helping us
develop our office homepage.
Contact: Carla Rinde or Pat Mancuso
Career Services
Bomberger 121
Phone: ext. 2274 or 409-3599
E-mail: career@acad.ursinus.edu

Mark Leiser, Chuck Blackledge, and Dave Laganella
pose for a quick shot before performing with the Ursin us

College Concert Band and Jazz Ensemble.
The bands presented a concert on Saturday, Nov. 18,
in Bomberger Auditorium. The concert band played
selections by Gustav Holst, Robert W. Smith, George
Frideric Handel and John P. Zdechlik. The jazz ensemble program included works by John Coltrane, Bob
Mintzer and Tito Puente.

Roommates Wanted
Young professional male seeks
roommate to share modem 3 bedrm
townhouse: 1700 sq. ft., WID, fIreplace, 5-10 minutes from Ursinus.
2 rooms available, $300-$350 +
utilities. Great house and great
guy. Call Scott: 610-207-5677

I am looking for 2 non-smoking
responsible females to share end
townhouse - 20 minutes from campus. $375/month for larger room.
$325/month for smaller room. Including utilities. 454-0196 Gilbertsville area.

- -- . . .................. . ... - ....... -.
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A\LUMNA ~POTLIGHT
Thus, Janene's line of work is crucial to the lives of many people.
An interesting point in my interview with Janene came about when
Name: Janene Paist '94
she told me how she landed this first
Major: French
job. As president ofUSGA, Janene
Clubs/Activities: USGA , The gave a speech at graduation. A few
Ruby, Member of Phi Alpha Psi, Le days after the ceremony, she had
Cercle Francais, Resident Assistant, her second interview at her job.
Orientation Assistant, Tutoring, Stu- During the interview, the interdent Teaching
viewer congratulated Janene on her
Field: International Business
excellent speech. She wondered
Position Title: Bilingual Secre- what he meant by this, and he antary/Administrative Assistant to swered her by saying that he had
Area Director for Africa, Europe, attended the graduation ceremony.
and the Middle East
Needless to say, the fact that her
employer had "seen her in action"
I asked Janene for some back- was a defmite advantage for her in
ground on her job. She described it securing a position in the organizaas follows ... She is employed by tion.
American Baptist Churches, an orWhat special advice did Janene
ganization that handles all the work give for language majors? "Study
dealing with Baptist churches here abroad," was her emphatic response.
and around the world. Her role is to Besides this experience being inact as a support person for her boss. valuable in itself, it is necessary.
Janene takes care of missionaries Immersing yourself in the native
through correspondence with them. language is really the only way to
For example, during the ebola become fluent.
breakout in Zaire, her office was
I would like to extend a big thankresponsible for ensuring that all of you to Janene for providing me with
their missionaries were safe and personal guidance as well as inforsecure. For this reason, Janene said mation for this article.
If you are interested in Janene's
that her job is hectic. A lot of
responsibility is involved, because field, or any other career path, stop
people's lives are on the line every- in the Career Planning & Placement
day. Also, epidemics such as ebola Office, which is located on the first
are unpredictable; they could occur floor of Bomberger. The people
in multiple areas in the same week. there would be glad to help you!

ROVING REPORTER
If anything should be changed about Ursinus, what should be first?

Dan Graf and Andy Rubf, seniors
The artwork.

Iver Get Somebody
'otol~ Wasted!

You've been studying for two
weeks. You know every muscle in
the body and the functions that each
performs. You know where each
originates. You know where each
inserts. You know why and how
each muscle does what it does.
You arrive early on the day of the
test. You sit in your lucky seat
hoping it will provide some muchneeded magic. As the professor
hands out the exam, you feel confident, prepared and ready. As you
scan through the questions trying to
get a feel for the material, your
attention is immediately drawn to
question # 11. "List the nerves that
innervate the following muscles": par t sa, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i ,j .
Nerves? ... your heart starts to pound
a little quicker; she wants to know

Before the test:
• Ask the instructor what material
will be covered
• Review all lecture and reading
notes
• Try to predict possible test ques
tions
• Relax for 10 minutes prior to the
test
• Tighten and relax muscle groups

Jason Kline and Samantha Uriguen, juniors
Make the bookstore more accessible and more affordable.
Kylla Herbert, junior
No classes before 9 a.m.
Tony Aumiller, freshman
Computer labs and cable hookups (even for a small fee) available in old
men's
Laura Owens, sophomore
There should be more emphasis placed on the arts.
Carrie Cooper, freshman
More diverse people.

fRlfNOS DON'T lH fRlfNOS
DRIVf DRUNK.

Denise Martella, and Tara Patenaude, sophomores
Cash Equivalency should be available on Saturdays and Sundays.

~USllep<otmentofTranspcr1atOn

Nicole Jacobson, freshman
More planned on and off campus activities on the weekends.

7he (}rizzEy
ask} you to
drive safeEy tliis
lio{iday season!

Najah DiPaolo-Brown and Angela Mullan, freshmen
More sections of smaller classes.

What's Up in Wellness?
the nerves? You suddenly feel your
pulse begin to rise. Your hands start
to sweat. Your face reddens with
anger. You studied for two weeks
learning everything, sacrificing your
social life -- not to mention, your
sanity. You can't waitto thank your
buddy Larry who said nerves
weren't going to be on the test.
Does this scenario sound familiar? Have you ever been in a similar
situation? Learn to beat test anxiety.

-

November 21,1911

During the test:
• Survey the test and read direc
tions carefully
• Budget your time
• Mark difficult items and go back
to them later
• Work on one question at a time
• Concentrate only on what you are
doing

Bill Rhodes, freshman
Cleanliness in old men's.

Sgt. Grizz... Nothing
but the Bear Facts
11-09-95 at 8:35P.M. Security was called by students who observed a
white pick-up truck driving on the men's lacrosse field. Secq
responded, but the truck was gone when they arrived.
Security received a number of calls from students about damage III
buildings and downed power and telephone lines on campus. This was
due to the wind storm that was experienced by the community. The
students' assistance was appreciated by the Security Officers.
11-14-95 at4:30P.M. Security was notified by Wood's Dining Servile
that sometime over the weekend, unknown person(s) removed a potlld
plant from the dining room. The matter is being investigated by
Security.

Don't forgetto BE OPTIMISTIC:
• Encourage yourselfwith positive
thinking
• Don't allow a poor past perfor
mance to affect your attitude
Of course there may still be times
when, regardless of how much you
study, a test takes you by surprise
(e.g. anyUC science exams). When
this happens, take a deep breath and
pray for a large curve.

11-14-95 at 4:45P.M. A student reported that sometime during the day,
he lost his wallet. The student was advised to call the credit c-.d
companies and cancel his cards.
SGT. GRIZZ ADVISES ALL TO RECORD THE IDENTIFIYIMIi
NUMBERS OF IMPORTANT CARDS ON A SEPARATE PIECE!
PAPER IN THE EVENT THAT THESE CARDS HAVE TO .CANCELLED. THE CREDIT CARD COMPANIES woutl
RATHERHAVEYOUCANCELTHECARDSTHENHAVE~
USED FOR ILLEGAL PURCHASES.
THE SECURITY OFFICERS WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS CJI.PORTIJNITYTO WISH YOU ALL A SAFE AND HAPPY THANICIGIVING.

......r21,1995
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Alien Lands at Ursinus: Observes Strange Life Forms

Man March. Lancaster is as much
fun as burning insects under a magnifying glass (an activity that has an
entertainment value less than an epiThanksgiving (known to student sode of Baywatch) -except for the
populations as "Thanks-for-giving- minor exceptions ofcow-tipping and
us-the-dayoff' Day) is already here. Amish carriage-jackings (The Club
It seems Halloween (known to looks awfully funny around a
grumpy old folks as "Razor-Candy" horse's neck). Collegeville, on the
Day) was just a few days ago. My other hand, has indeed gained in
first cue to this sudden increasing popularity since the arrival of camrate of time and decreasing rate of pus stalkers and Caleb Fairley.
temperature was the frozen drool Nothing like positive pUblicity.
banging from neighborhood stray
All of Ursinus' facilities are relatively newer and cleaner than
dogs.
Just yesterdayllast year I attended F&M's, with the minor exception
another college (which shall remain of Pfahler, whose interior designer
unnamed except for the initials was the same one that brought such
FilM) until I decided to transfer to a fresh glow to Alcatraz. ClassUrsinus. Being somewhat "new," rooms are much "cozier" and conas well as having already had an- ducive to learning, for example, the
other college experience, I feel it is light color scheme and rugs in Olin
my duty to you, fellow Ursinus stu- Hall. F&M's hard, tiled appearance
dents, professors, and janitors, to felt like being in an old age home,
make you realize how thankful you minus the smell of adult diapers and
formaldehyde. They did have a
should be.
Ursin us , location in Collegeville huge phallus ofa water tower erected
• honestly has little more to offer than smack center of the campus though.
Lancaster, PA. Both areas are about Fummers (idiotic nickname for
.. culturally diverse as the Million F&M students) had a grand time

lIij~ biiit~
Of The Gnzzl

with the "big blue dildo" with comments such as "she's gonna blow!"
and "water level's not too high today" - both comments that do not go
over well while giving tours of the
campus, or on parent's weekend.
I love parking at Ursinus! Sure
there's education going on at
Ursinus, but parking - now that is
extremely important. I am always
assured a parking space will be waiting for me in the same spot everyday, while parking at F&M often
became more violent than many
family reunions. I once suggested
to the F&M administration to tum
its football field into a large parking
lot since it was obviously not being
used enough (as was shown by
weekly game results). They didn't
take my suggestion; the entire football team that was kind enough to
send me threats of physical harmas if one of them could successfully
tackle me. Ursin us does, however,
need to get rid of those horrid speed
bumps. How do you expect me to
go 80 mph to make class if I have to
slow down? Why are they there
anyway?

Food? Iwon'ttouchit-inmore
ways than one. No, no. The food
here appears to be (honestly) somewhat edible, although I do not have
a meal plan myself (ha ha, suckers!). I do not know of any college
student who doesn't complain about
campus food, and believe me, if you
were cooking for over 1200 people,
delicacies such as Calves Liver ala
Escargot would not be on the menu
(although it could probab ly be found
in a bathroom stall somewhere on
campus). Beware of pea soup!
Artwork - now there is something we all seem to have an opinion
about. Does anyone else find it
insulting that after Ursinus students
continuously denigrated our seemingly "artistically-challenged" and
indecipherable sculptures that a
LOVE sculpture pops up? What is
the administration trying to say?-

HERE! DO YOU THINK YOU
CAN MANAGE TO UNDERSTAND THIS, HUH? Personally, I
think we should build a new Pfahler
with used sculpture parts, and have
that freaky "sitting woman" statue
guard the building like gargoyles.
And you, the entire Ursinus student body and administration - although I may seem bitter and somewhat critical- I do love it here. You
welcomed me with open arms and
allowed me to join your warm family, for which I am eternally in your
debt (not to mention the fmancial
debt I won't be able to pay back in
full until I'm 40). Which brings me
to my next question - do you think
you could forget about the parking
ticket? I swear, I didn't know it was
President Strassburger's reserved
space!

HI-avo Pizza
Trappe Shopping Center
(Next to Clemens)
r::r 1995 URSINUS DELIVERY SPECIALS ~

Guidelines for Thanksgiving Vacation
Residence Hall Closing

IRfli'
0

Medium 14" pizza

$ 5.99

8

Large 16" pizza

$ 6.99

€) 2 Medium pizzas + 2 liter soda
I.AII residence halls will be closed and locked on Wednesday, Nov. 22. Students unable to vacate the halls by

5:30 p.m. will be required to wait with their belongings in the Wismer Lower Lounge. The Wismer Lounge will
close at 8:00 p.m.

0

The College is not responsible for personal possessions.
S of value should be taken home. See the Student Handbook (page 29, item 7).

man effort to improve security, students are required to do the
C$owing:

8

8 Buffalo wings, onion rings, french fries, 4 chicken
fingers, 4 mozzerella sticks, 2 pepperoni sticks + I liter
soda
$ 9.50

CD

16 Buffalo wings + I liter soda

$ 4.95

&

32 Buffalo wings + 2 liter soda

$ 8.75

Sandwiches & More

o

y student found on campus without a break pass will be asked to leave campus immediately.

BEST WISHES TO ALL FOR A HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
- From the Office of Residence Life -

12" Sandwich + medium fountain soda $ 4.49
(Add 0.30 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)

o

A. Windows closed and locked, shades drawn
· Lights out, door locked
• Disconnect all electrical equipment with the exception of aquariums and refrigerators
• Remove all trash to a dumpster
Sweep and clean floor

$12.99

Wings In Stuff

] The Dining Hall will be closed after lunch at 1:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 22. The Dining Hall will reopen for breakfast at 7:30 a.m. on Monday, Nov. 27.
4.Zack's Place will close at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 22. It will reopen at 8 a.m. on Monday, Nov. 27 for
counter service.

2 Large pizzas + 2 liter soda

(All wings come with bleu cheese and celery)

1 The residence halls reopen on Sunday, Nov. 26 at noon. Please do not plan to return until that time. During

the recess period, halls willllQt be open for procurement of personal belongings.

$10.99

20" Giant sandwich + I liter soda

$ 7.25

(Add 0.50 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)
~

Spaghetti & meatballs or sausage with salad
$ 5.99
and garlic roll + 1 liter soda

Free Delivery
No Minimum Required

I

Deliveries Available
Mon-Fri 4-9
Sat & Sun 12-9

R 489-4271

.:. We cater pizza parties with free delivery! .:.

_

I·~'

SPORTS:FLAGFOOTBALLSPECIAL
November 21,1991

The All-Wagon Team

The Wagon Awards ,

(I left myself off just to keep everything on the up & up, but a 3rd team selection
may be warranted.)

MVP: Brad Getz

.~
,;

3rd Team

2nd Team

1st Team
oHense

Scott Winot
-CorporationBret Nath
-Beta SigAJ Gray
-JVSteve Zolfaghari
-Delta PiJim Walsh
-APESSteve Zolfaghari
-Delta Pi-

Phil Caizzo/Mike Vergano
-Beta SigBrian McCarty
-Beta SigIan Gordon
-JVStu Kukla
-CorporationChris Daniluk
-Delta PiBrian Meilinger
-Beta SigMatt MacNeil
-APOJoey Simione
-APES-

John Rundle
-CorporationFred luck
-Delta PiJason Gill
-PODNate Smiley
-JVBill Baldini
-APESChris Conrad
-JV-

Paul Norris
-CorporationDennis Pritchett
-Chi Rho PsiAaron Harken
-Delta PiKevin McGovern
-Beta SigSteve Garbarini
-CorporationTom Guzzo
-JV-

Joe Burke

Brad Getz
-CorporationRB
Dan Tomlinson
-CorporationOL
Andy Ruhf
-Beta SigOL
Pat Chilson
-Delta PiOL
Joey Simione
-APESWR
Troy Gehret
-CorporationWR
Brian Madear
-CorporationPUN John Noone
-CorporationQB

-APO-

Casey O'Donnell
-APES-

Most Outstanding Offensive Player:
Joe Burke
Most Outstanding Defensive Player:
Scott Chalbert
MVP of the Championship Game:
Brad Getz
Most Outstanding Defensive lineman:
Craig loebsack
Coach of the Year:
Ashok

Defense
DL
John Dwyer
-CorporationDL
Seth Tanner
-CorporationDL
Craig loebsack
-APOLB
Scott Chalbert
-CorporationCB
Brian Webster
-CorporationCB
Tony Esposito
-APESChip Vagnoni
-Delta PiSAF
John Scorsone
-Corporation-

Mike McCuen

Chris Hastie
-POD-

-APO-

GM of the Year:
Charlie Weingroff
Rookie of the Year:
Too many ex-football play~rs playing flag football for the 1st time
'.,

Honorary All-Wagon Defensive Lineman: :'
Sean Mitchell (because there was no way
he should have been left off the
All-Centennial Conference Team)
:-

Flag Football Playoff Brackets

#2

The Corporation

#3

Beta Sig

Blue Division

>

The Corporation

The Corporation,

--------===.. APO

APO

#4

Chi Rho Psi --------

#3

The Corporation

30-8

#1

#2

)

APO

I§k"NLi
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Women's
Basketball

Lady Bears Contend
For Mobil
Championship
Stephanie Casperson and Jamie
Eissler both scored 17 points, and
Megan Larkin grabbed an Ursinusrecord 22 rebounds to lead the Bears
to a 62-53 win over Misericordia in
the opening game of the Mobil TipOff Tournament hosted by Trenton
State
College.
Ursinus was in control much of
the game. The Bears led 32-33 at the
intermission and were up 42-30 with
12 minutes left in the game.
Misericordia then started to press
and forced many of the Bears' 28
turnovers for the game. The Cougars battled back to tie the contest,
'1-51, with 5:47 left. But then cold
foul shooting and a stingy Ursinus
defense took over, and Misericordia

would score just two more points.
Larkin was a force on the boards,
especially at the defensive end where
she grabbed 16 rebounds. Ellen
Cosgrove holds the old rebounding
mark of20, set against Muhlenberg
in 1994. On the offensive end,
Larkin added 13 points.
Missy Longhi led Misericordia
with 21 points. She also added eight
rebounds. Staci Hughes led the Cougars with II rebounds. However,
she missed four straight foul shots
late in the game and allowed Ursinus
to pull away.
The Bears faced host Trenton
State in the championship game
Sunday afternoon, after the deadline for this article.

The Corporate Coach gives credit where credit is due

Pictured (Clockwise from top): Scott
Chalbert, Jeff Lehrman, Seth Wolf
Tanner, Ken Cloverone, Steve
Garbarini, Charlie Weingroff, Big Paul
Norris, Ashok, and John Scorsone

Photos byMark Willis

Not pictured: Beast, John Rovinski,
Shifty Craig Agule, John Dwyer, Brian
Mactear, John Rundle, Dan Tomlinson,
Stu Kukla, Troy Gehret, Kyle Dean,
Tony Mandarich, Brian Webster, John
Noone, Scott Wi not, Reggie White,
and Brad Getz

A PHILLV FAN
~'IH5!",!§
~
Assistant S lditor
Friday night's Sixers game against
IbeCleveland Cavaliers provided both
I)'mbolism and proofthat some force
governing our vast universe does not
like Tim Perry.
The Sixers were, to put it simply,
awful, losing to the no-longer-winless
Cleveland Cavaliers by a final score
ofI14-82.
Jerry Stackhouse and Vernon Maxwell had seven points each.
Clarence Weatherspoon, who adlliltedly is not fully recovered from a
quadriceps strain, had five points. Jeff
Malone, who apparently is suffering
hm a rare disease that causes all
lircular objects (such as a basketball
)to move rapidly about in no par1k:ularpattem in one's field of vision,
IIId 6 points.
To top it all off, Scott Williams,
Who is not really supposed to score,
flat is supposed to rebound, had no
JOints and three rebounds in 22 min. . of stagnation on the court.
Looking back at the poor perforput on by the Sixers, I noticed

-.ce

a little foreshadowing present in the
pregame warrnups that at the time
could have indicated that things were
not going to go the way the Sixers
would have liked.
Sharone Wright's shoes oozed
"Nike gel" all overthe Spectrum floor,
necessitating a ten minute delay in the
game as the maintenance staff tried to
clean it up.
As for foreshadowing, this unheard of mishap could forecast nothing but misery for the Sixers, and
misery is what all of the Sixers fans
got.
As for symbolism, the gel in
Sharone Wright's shoes is to the Sixers
team as the maintenance staff that
attempted to clean up the gel is to
coach and general manager John
Lucas. It's an ugly job, but someone' s
got to do it.
The previously mentioned proof of
a grand unifYing force that hates Tim
Perry in our domain of scattered matter and energy came when Tim Perry
stepped out on to the court.
Mr. Perry, who sees less playing
time than head coach and two-way
lineman Ashok Parameswaran ofthe
Corporation, played for one full

minute. During that one minute Mr.
Perry proceeded to make valuable use
of his playing time by colliding with
another player, requiring six stitches
in his head.
Such bad luck experienced by one
player is concrete evidence that whatever force created all that is around us
absolutely despises Tim Perry, and I
tend to share that opinion. (To those
of you who may be questioning the
divine implications of this incident, I
must say that this incident tells you
more about the nature ofthe "creator"
than anything Professor "world famous" Johnson of Berkeley said during last week's biology common hour,
and he's "world famous.")
I believe that in reference to the
Philadelphia Eagles it is finally time
that I admit to a gross underestimation of the Eagles talent.
Yes, I did predict a record of6-10,
and, at their current record of 6-4, it
appears as if the Eagles will have at
least a moderately successful season.
They are a much more competitive
team than I originally imagined, but. ..
Yesterday's game against the Giants
is a very telling game. If they won the
game coming offoflast week's Sun-

day night slaughter of the Broncos,
than they are truly a team to be reckoned with, a team that is developing a
winning attitude. If they lost the
game, as I think they probably did
(sitting here and mulling it over on
Saturday afternoon), then they are not
quite ready to make a noticeable dent
in the playoffs and have not developed the winning ways some Eagles
fans believe coach Ray Rhodes is
instilling.
In either case, let's hope that the
wide receivers and Rodney Peete continued last week's ability to throw
down the field, for that will be the key
to any success the Eagles have in this
year's playoffs.
Last Sunday, Randall Cunningham
was the focus of the ESPN Sunday
Conversation. During this conversation, he stated that he was a 32-yearold quarterback entering his prime
and that his skills have not diminished. He also discussed what teams
he would like to play for, specifically
mentioning Buddy Ryan in Arizona
or as a backup for Dan Marino, Steve
Young, or Troy Aikman.
The interviewer, of course, questioned Randall's willingness to playa

backup role for another season.
Randall, to paraphrase, said that he
would willingly backup those three
quarterbacks because he respected
them. Implication: he doesn't respect
Rodney Peete.
Randall, you are one hell ofa team
player! Go Eagles!
Then, to put the finishing touches
on what was an interview for which
he should be demoted to third string
quarterback, he says something that
truly makes we wonder how many
cards he has in his deck.
He said, to paraphrase once again,
that he would like the Eagles to make
him a contract offer at the end of the
season if the Eagles share the opinion
that his skills have not diminished.
Randall, if the Eagles think your
skills have not diminished? Hello?
Don't you think you'd be playing if
they shared that opinion? One
word .. .IDIOT!! !
To return to my erroneous 6-10 prediction, I must unequivocally state
that there is one way I can still be
correct. In other words, there is only
one way the Eagles will lose all of the
rest of their games.
Fourwords ... head coach Rich Kotite.

SPORTS
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Football
Season Opening Tourney Yields Split
The Ursinus men's basketball
team used a tenacious defense to
come from behind to defeat Delaware Valley (0-2), 74-49, in the
consolation game of the Philadelphia Pharmacy Tip-Off Tournament, on Nov. 18. The Bears (1-1)
trailed 13-4 with 12:40 to play in the
frrsthalf, but then their defense tightened. Ursinus held the Aggies to
one field goal the rest of the half,
and a 22-0 run gave the Bears a 2613 lead with 4:09 to play. Ursinus
held a 39-19 lead at the half.
Fred Luck scored 17 points for
the second straight game to lead the

Bears' offense. He also grabbed six
rebounds. Freshmen Jason O'Neill
and Ryan Costello added 12 and
nine points, respectively, while
Costello, an Owen J. Roberts grad,
also added six rebounds. Pat Buyse
led the Bears with seven rebounds,
while Bernie Rogers had nine assists. James Godwin led Delaware
Valley with IS points. Matt
Lewezyk added 12.
In the opening round on Nov. 17,
Cabrini College, a NCAA Division
III pre-season Top-20 selection, had
little trouble handing Ursinus an
86-62 loss.

Cabrini led 40-30 at the intermission; however, a 7-0 run by the
Bears cut that lead to seven, 46-39,
with 14:57 to play. The Cavaliers
were not threatened thereafter.
Nate Bowles led Cabrini with 19
points, while Bill Carr added 16.
Fred Luck enjoyed the second-best
game of his career in leading
Ursinus. The senior captain had 17
points and seven rebounds. Pat
Buyse added eight points and five
rebounds. Bernie Rogers, who has
led Ursinus in scoring and assists
each of the past three seasons, was
held to seven points and five assists.

tees. Some were accepted; some
were revoked. With Moran as our
Sports Editor
supposed QB, I knew John Scorsone
couldn't pass up rekindling the old
If you know me, then I think you Bonner connection out of the
know what's coming. I just wanted backfield. Along with Scor came
to wait a week, just to let the dust Dwyer, Beast, and MacTear. 3 of
settle.
these 4 gentlemen wound up as 1st
And indeed it was about two weeks team All- Wagon selections.
But things weren't all peachy, as
ago, that the dust did settle down on
the practice field. And at about Jason Frey would say. A group that
8:00, the venerable Bill Loftus went was dubbed the 4 horseman promdown to the field to shut the lights ised to come aboard. This group,
off after The Corporation had com- headed by Mr. Tony Esposito, was
pleted its mission of capturing the to include Joey Simione and Matty
Flag Football Championship.
McCarte. Now this team would've
It all 'started last year after APO been awesome. Notthatweweren 't
kicked the hell out of us in the semi- without them. I dido't like it, but I
fmals . We lost some key people off respected Espo's decision to play
of an upstart rookie team that was elsewhere, but we were taken back
shown little respect by the league when Moran decided to play on
commissloner.
another team. Last year we were the
We lost Big TJ, Sparky, and Bear only team willing to give him the
Trax Trey Ward, 3 pretty key play- light of day, and then he bagged us.
ers. Returning, we had Scott Oh well, we have the shirts and he
Chalbert, DanTom, the best WR on doesn ' t.
any football team in the school Troy
We brought in some huge people
Gehret, an excellent QB in Jay off the waiver wire, like Seth TanMoran, as well as me, Steve ner, John Rundle, and Big Paul
Garbarini, Kenny and Jeff, Ashok, Norris. But there was no better
Stu, and Scott Winot. Butwe needed recruiting ground than the soccer
more, and I went to work actively team. Brian Webster, John Noone,
and Brad Getzwere incredible. After
recruiting.
Being a trainer with the football the installment ofGetz at QB after a
team, I knew several key players loss to an excellent Delta Pi team,
would not be coming back to play we were not going to lose again.
this year. Several invitations were And surprisingly enough, we dido 't.
extended with the return of a chamWe simply had too much talent.
pionship guaranteed. I like guaran- We beat every team. Blew most

out, but not all. It did take two years
to do it, and if going out and assembling a team of the best athletes in
the school was what it took to beat
the mighty APO, then so be it. They
have some very legit excuses for
losing that I certainly won't quarrel
with, like Burke's health and
Boyer's absence, among other
things. But I postponed the game
over a week so everyone would be
happy.
I'm happy .
The
Corporation's happy. And whether
you like it, or you don't like it, learn
to love it, because we were the best
thing going.
All right, that's a once a year
thing.
Now to something that's also a
yearly thing. Every year, no matter
who is on the team, the Cleveland
Browns suck. Let's start with Eric
Turner. He is phenomenal, no question about it. Cracked vertebrae.
See ya, not phenomenal this year.
Vinny Testaverde at QB. Vinny T.
is not horrible. He's not great or
even really good, but he is ok. Sort
of like milk. I mean, do you ever
drink milk and say - Wow, that was
great milk. No, milk isn't great. It
can be ok at best. Vinny T. is ok. An
ok QB can get you to the playoffs, if
you have other pieces being
graded ... well, above ok. Vinny T.
should be playing right now. He is
better than Eric Zeier. Coach Bill
Belichick is doing his team a tremendous disservice by not putting
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Bears Place Four
On Centennial
All-Conference Team
Ursinus senior defensive back
Kevin Flanagan was the only Bears
player chosen First Team All-Centennial Conference in a vote of the
league's coaches on Nov. 13.
Flanagan led the Bears with five
interceptions. He was fourth on the
team in tackles with 68. Flanagan
had an interception in the Bears'
fmal game at Dickinson, before suffering a separated shoulder in that
contest.
Named to the second team were

the best 11 guys on the field every
week.
And then there's that Andre Rison
guy. Anyone that says he is overpaid, a stiff, a punk, a loudmouth, or
a cheese doodle is both wrong and
right. He is not overpaid, nor a stiff.
No professional athlete is overpaid
in my opinion. If anyone thought
Andre Rison would have 4 catches
for -8 yards at this point of the
season, I'd say that person had barf
for brains. He certainly is not eaming 4.whatever million dollars he is
making, but you pay for the past
hoping it gets repeated. That's how
things work for all you suckas you
don't know. He can indeed be construed as a punk. He defmitely is a
loudmouth. And I have no idea why
anyone would call him a cheese
doodle.
Oh, and I guess the Browns will
have blown somebody out this
weekend, based on my fme critiques
of the Feables and Niners last week.
I now would like to discuss a gentleman named Kirk Muller. Kirk
Muller is an excellent hockey player
for the New York Islanders, a team
that is much less than excellent, sort
of. You see, last week I believe, Mr.
Muller was sent down. Not to the
minors as you may expect, but home.
Home as in roof over head with
cable TV. Never in all my years
have I seen a player sent home.
Kirk Muller is being paid to do
nothing. Someone with the Island-

senior linebacker Mike Ortman, and
juniors Ron Floyd, a wide receiver,
and Sean Barrera, an offensive
tackle. Ortman was second on the
team with 104 tackles. He also had
four quarterback sacks, 10 tackles
for loss, and three forced fumbles.
Floyd led the conference in all games
played with 52 receptions. He was
fifth, with 29 receptions in league
games. Barrera, at 6-foot, 270
pounds, is one of the most intimidating lineman in the conference.

ers has decided that it is in the best
interests of the Islander organiza.
tion that this all-star player, albeita
contemptuous one who makes no
bones about his ill-will towards tbI
greater Long Island area where
Kenny Miller lives, be paid $2 million+ to not play with the team.
Now I know Kirk Muller. Wel1,l
did sit on his lap for a picture whcl
Iwas 10. But I don'tthink hewoulil
pull a JR Rider and play bad ell
purpose. He's a class act. Hedoesn't
like New York. Neither do I. Thill
why the hell did UltraClown OM
Don Maloney trade one ofthe top6
playmakers in the league, Pi~
Turgeon, for him? I don't kno•.
Maybe's he stupid or something.
Lastweek's question was prompt
answered by a Marc Difillipo. IfF
was quick to respond that Mr. Pet
fect Curt Henning was the only
tier to have a coach, rather
manager. This man was nam
oddly enough, The Coach. For
next W rl Wr tl"
F
•

snakes. Name tbem, and wby
be bave to get a 2nd one?
all for this week, every mem
The Corporation can call themse
a champion, and the pleasure
all yours.

